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Abstract
The semiconductor sector is undergoing a number of economic, technological and geopolitical
developments. At the same time, the European Union has been facing unprecedented circumstances, such
as Brexit and the Covid pandemic, right after a new Commission and Parliament took office. The European
Union responded with an historic agreement, Next Generation EU, to accelerate the recovery of regions and
sectors hit by the pandemic, and to increase the resilience of the European economy. In times of change,
and these are exceptional ones, new opportunities arise. Europe must exploit its outstanding competences to
drive and reap the benefits of the digital transformation. The European Commission is working on a number
of instruments, to support the growth of the EU semiconductor industry. The new Multiannual Financial
Framework 2021-27 includes initiatives such as the Key Digital Technologies Joint Undertaking and the
Digital Europe Programme. Furthermore, an Important Project of Common European Interest is being
conceived, together with interested Member States, to support innovation in the microelectronics sector.
Europe has the assets to become a technology leader, provided that all the actors of the ecosystem team up.
The support from the European Commission needs to be combined with ambitious objectives, a suitable
industrial strategy and proper execution, for which partners are needed. “Working together, we can achieve
great things. To do so, we need you, start-ups, SMEs, big companies. If we join forces, the digital revolution
can benefit everyone in Europe.” (Thierry Breton, Commissioner for Internal Market, Industry,
Entrepreneurship and SMEs)
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Abstract
In the core of MADEin4 (a European Funded project) are the developments of new tools and methods which
combine in an intelligent way, for both the Semiconductor and Automotive industries, the large amount of
metrology data, with design, process and tools data to enhance productivity as well as predictability of the
production processes.
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Abstract
Advance X-Ray Metrology Equipment As Part Of A European Semiconductor and Automotive Industry 4.0
Cycle Time and Yield Improvements Scheme
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Abstract
Brillianetor’s ground-breaking SocialArtificial Intelligence (AI) technology cultivates human collaboration and
social awareness skills in industrial robots. Our platform and tools enable organizations to easily deploy
robots capable of efficient and robust teamwork, with rapid setup and development, increased production
speed, reduced time requirements, and significantly lowered costs.
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